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Abstract
Compressed sensing is now established as an effective method for dimension reduction when
the underlying signals are sparse or compressible with respect to some suitable basis or frame.
One important, yet under-addressed problem regarding the compressive acquisition of analog
signals is how to perform quantization. This is directly related to the important issues of how
“compressed” compressed sensing is (in terms of the total number of bits one ends up using
after acquiring the signal) and ultimately whether compressed sensing can be used to obtain
compressed representations of suitable signals. Building on our recent work, we propose a
concrete and practicable method for performing “analog-to-information conversion” . Following
a compressive signal acquisition stage, the proposed method consists of a quantization stage,
based on Σ∆ (sigma-delta) quantization, and a subsequent encoding (compression) stage that
fits within the framework of compressed sensing seamlessly. We prove that, using this method,
we can convert analog compressive samples to compressed digital bitstreams and decode using
tractable algorithms based on convex optimization. We prove that the proposed AIC provides
a nearly optimal encoding of sparse and compressible signals. Finally, we present numerical
experiments illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed analog-to-information converter.
Keywords. Compressed sensing, quantization, source coding, exponential accuracy, analog-to-
information conversion
1 Introduction
An analog-to-information converter (AIC) collects compressive samples of inherently analog signals
and recovers these signals using tractable algorithms (see, e.g., [1, 2]). We address the following
outstanding question in the compressive sampling literature: Can we design an AIC such that
(a) the sampling is compressive, (b) it results in a (nearly) optimal encoding (in the sense of
Kolmogorov) of the original signals, (c) it is practicable? The compressive AIC model that we
focus on consists of a compressive sampling stage, a quantization stage, an encoding stage, and a
reconstruction or decoding stage where the signal of interest is approximated, see Figure 1.
One of the main original insights of our approach is that the inclusion of the encoding stage in
this model makes it possible to answer the above question affirmatively. To make the discussion
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Figure 1: A block diagram depicting a compressive AIC for the acquisition and reconstruction of a
signal x ∈ X ⊂ Rm. As part of the acquisition stage of the AIC, a compressive sampler produces
a vector of measurements y = Φx ∈ Rm. The measurements are then quantized, i.e., replaced by
a vector q from a finite set C0. The encoder then replaces q by an element c of an even smaller
finite set C, known as the codebook. Usually the codebook satisfies log2 |C| ≪ log2 |C0|, as this
reduces the number of bits needed to represent c compared to q. Finally, the decoder produces
an estimate xˆ of the signal x, using only c and knowledge of the maps associated with the three
acquisition stages. The goal of an AIC is to produce, in a computationally tractable way, a good
approximation of x with a small codebook C.
concrete, we now discuss the class of signal of interest and the individual stages of the compressive
AIC.
Signals: We model signals as vectors in a fixed compact set X in RN . Of particular interest are
compressible vectors, i.e., vectors that can be well represented by their best k-term approximation.
These include bounded k-sparse signals as well as signals in some fixed ball of a weak ℓp space in
R
N , denoted wℓp, with 0 < p < 1 (see Section 1.1 for the precise definition).
Compressive sampling: A compressive sampling operator Φ is an m×N matrix (typically with
m≪ N) that provides the vector of measurements y = Φx. The entries yi of the vector y are the
compressive samples of x.
Quantization: The compressive samples must be transmitted, stored, and processed using digital
media. Therefore, they need to be quantized: A quantization operator Q maps y ∈ Rm to q ∈ C0
where C0 is a finite set. Accordingly, the quantized measurements can be represented using finite
bitstreams. A notable special case, which we will mostly restrict our attention to, is when C0 = Am
for a finite set A ⊂ R called the quantization alphabet (an example is the “1-bit” alphabet A =
{−1, 1}). Progressive quantizers such as memoryless scalar quantization and Σ∆ quantization are
of this form.
Encoding (Compression): The quantized measurements require log2 |C0| bits to be represented.
Often, we can reduce this bit budget by incorporating an encoding stage. We denote by E : C0 →
C, the encoding map, where C is a finite set called the codebook, usually satisfying log2 |C| ≪
log2 |C0|. The goal of encoding is to reduce the number of bits while still permitting accurate
reconstruction. We focus on simple encoding schemes implemented via, e.g., discrete Johnson-
Lindenstrauss embeddings [3] (cf. [4, 5, 6, 7]).
Reconstruction: The final stage of a compressive AIC is the reconstruction or decoding stage
where we recover an approximation to the original signal x. To that end we use a map ∆ : C → RN .
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Since we do not impose a probabilistic model on the signals, it is natural to study the worst case
reconstruction error, i.e., the distortion D, in terms of the bit rate R where
D := sup
x∈X
‖∆(E(Q(Φx))) − x‖2, (1)
R := log2 |C|. (2)
1.1 Definitions and notation
Throughout, for an m×N matrix A and T ⊆ {1, . . . , N} we denote by AT the submatrix formed
by the columns of A indexed by T . Similarly, for x ∈ RN , xT denotes the restriction of x to T . We
denote the set of k-sparse vectors in RN by
ΣNk := {x ∈ RN , | supp(x)| ≤ k}.
Definition 1. We say that a vector x ∈ RN , belongs to the weak ℓp ball of radius C if |x|(j) ≤
Cj−1/p where |x|(j) denotes the magnitude of the jth largest-in-magnitude entry of x.
Definition 2 (The restricted isometry property). We say that an m × N matrix A satisfies the
Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) of order k and constant δk if for all k-sparse vectors x we have
(1− δk)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Ax‖22 ≤ (1 + δk)‖x‖22. (3)
Definition 3 (Sub-Gaussian random variables and matrices).
(i) A random variable η is sub-Gaussian with parameter c > 0 if it satisfies P (|η| > t) ≤ eP (|ξ| >
t) where ξ is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance c2.
(ii) A matrix E is sub-Gaussian with parameter c, mean µ and variance σ2 if its entries are
independent sub-Gaussian random variables with parameter c , mean µ, and variance σ2.
We remark that one can also define sub-Gaussian random variables via their moments or, when
they are zero mean, via their moment generating functions. See [8] for a proof that all these
definitions are equivalent. Note that Gaussian random variables and all bounded random variables
(e.g., Bernoulli), as well as their linear combinations are sub-Gaussian random variables.
Among all sub-Gaussian random matrices, we give special emphasis to Bernoulli matrices (be-
cause we use them for encoding our quantized measurements): A matrix B is said to be a Bernoulli
matrix if each of its entries Bij is drawn randomly from {±1} such that P(Bij = 1) = 1/2.
Throughout, we write a(x) . b(x) if and only if there exists a constant C such that a(x) ≤ Cb(x).
Given a set X ⊂ RN , we denote its image under a map f by f(X ) := {f(x), x ∈ X}. Finally, note
that we use the terms “compressed sensing” and “compressive sampling” interchangeably.
1.2 Main contributions
Below, the compressive sampling matrix Φ is an m×N sub-Gaussian matrix. The measurements
y = Φx + e are possibly corrupted by noise e with ‖e‖∞ ≤ ǫ. The quantization operator Q is
an rth-order Sigma-Delta (Σ∆) scheme yielding q = Q(y) = y −Dru; here u is a bounded state
vector and D is the bidiagonal matrix with entries on the main diagonal equal to 1 and on the
subdiagonal equal to −1 (see Section 3.2). The action of the encoding map E can be decomposed
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into two stages. First, we apply an L × m Bernoulli matrix B to D−rq so that by construction
BD−rq takes values from a finite set. The second stage of the encoding is simply to assign binary
labels to BD−rq, which is an invertible operation and will be mostly ignored in our statements
below. The reconstruction operator ∆ is a modified version of the one we proposed in [9], where
no encoding was assumed. It is based on solving the convex optimization problem
(xˆ, uˆ, eˆ) = argmin ‖x˜‖1, s.t.

BD−r(Φx˜+ e˜)−Bu˜ = BD−rq
‖Bu˜‖2 ≤ 3Cm
‖e˜‖2 ≤
√
mε
. (4)
Here, C is a known constant that depends on the specific Σ∆ quantizer used. Our main theorem
is as follows.
Theorem 4. With high probability, the following holds for all x that satisfy ‖Φx‖∞ ≤ µ < 1 where
µ is a fixed constant. Let q := Q(Φx + e), where ‖e‖∞ ≤ ε for some 0 ≤ ε < 1 − µ. Then the
solution xˆ to (4) satisfies
‖x− xˆ‖2 .
( L
m
)r/2−3/4
+
√
m
L
ε+
σk(x)√
k
, (5)
for all k satifying L ≥ C0k logN where C0 is a constant that depends on Φ and r.
Remark 5. Examining (5), our results are meaningful for quantizers of order r ≥ 2 as that ensures
the exponent r/2− 3/4 in (5) is positive. When r = 1, we have an alternative approach that yields
analogous results with an improved exponent r/2 − 1/4, though only in the strictly sparse and
noiseless case. See Section 5, Theorem 16.
The error bound in Theorem 4 is comparable to the analogous bound obtained in [9], which
studied r-th order Σ∆ quantization without encoding. In particular, the error bound associated
with r-th order Σ∆ quantization from [9] differs from (5) only in the exponent associated with the
L
m term: r− 1/2 in [9] versus r/2− 3/4 in our case. While [9] still obtained root-exponential error
decay (in the bit-rate) by selecting an optimal order for the quantizer, here we obtain exponential
error decay for every order r ≥ 2 by incorporating encoding, as we see in Corollary 6 below. We
omit technical details here for the sake of clarity, see Section 5 for the full versions.
Corollary 6 (Exponential error decay and near-optimal encoding of sparse signals). In
the noise-free case, i.e., when ǫ = 0, we have
D . 2−C1 Rk0 logN + σk0(x)√
k0
(6)
where k0 := ⌊ LC0 logN ⌋. Furthermore, if x is k-sparse with k ≤ k0, this shows that
D . 2−C2 Rk0 logN ,
i.e., we have exponential accuracy.
Remark 7 (One-bit quantization). Earlier use of Σ∆ quantization in the compressed sensing
setup [10, 11] was restricted to multi-bit alphabets. This was primarily due to the decoder proposed
in [10] incorporating a support-recovery stage. As our decoder is now solely based on solving the
optimization problem (4), it allows one-bit compressed sensing albeit with a Σ∆ quantizer. The
advantage is that Theorem 4 and Corollary 6 apply and we therefore have exponential error decay
with a one-bit quantizer.
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Remark 8 (Near-optimal compressive encoding). As seen in (6), in the no-noise setting
the error decays exponentially fast in the bit rate until it hits the best k0-term approximation
error. Noting that the AIC scheme we propose effectively reduces the number of measurements
to L, consider the same scheme but replace the quantization with the identity map (i.e., do not
quantize). We now have a compressive sampling scheme with an L × N measurement matrix.
Accordingly, the classical CS results (e.g., [12]) can at best guarantee a reconstruction error of
σk0(x)/
√
k0 where k0 is as in Corollary 6. Our scheme approaches this optimal lower bound [13]
exponentially fast in R.
Remark 9 (Near-optimal encoding for the wℓp ball). The rate-distortion relationship when
encoding the unit wℓp ball Bwℓp (using any method) satisfies
D(Bwℓp) &
(
1
R log(N/R+ 1)
)1/p−1/2
whenever log2N ≤ R ≤ N. (7)
In fact, this bound is optimal for the unit ℓp ball (cf. [14, 15, 16]), which is slightly smaller than
Bwℓp . Note that the range of R given above is appropriate for our setting. When R is smaller,
one cannot obtain meaningful bounds. On the other hand, when R > N , the optimal error bound
(which is attained by directly encoding the coefficients of x, say using MSQ) decays exponentially
in R. With our AIC, using the observation σk(x)√
k
. k1/2−1/p when x is in Bwℓp , we can show that
an appropriate choice of L and m yields the rate-distortion relationship
D(Bwℓp) .
(
logN log(R/ logN − log logN)
R− logN log logN
)1/p−1/2
. (8)
Whenever R & logN log logN , this yields
D(Bwℓp) .
(
logN log(R/ logN)
R
)1/p−1/2
.
Except for a log(R/ logN) factor, this is optimal.
Remark 10 (Robustness). Σ∆ quantizers are robust to certain circuit imperfections which makes
them popular in practical applications (see, e.g., [17, 18]). The proposed AIC inherits all such
favorable properties of Σ∆ schemes.
Remark 11 (Bounded measurements). The condition ‖Φx‖∞ ≤ µ < 1 (from Theorem 4)
is a natural one in any quantization context, as it ensures that finite alphabets can be used for
quantization. Moreover, there are many regimes where such a condition is easily satisfied. For
example, when the entries of Φ are bounded random variables, ‖Φx‖∞ < µ can be guaranteed
independently of m and k. This is the case when Φ is a Bernoulli matrix with i.i.d. ±1 entries,
and x ∈ B := µBℓN1 where BℓN1 denotes the unit ℓ1 ball in R
N . Similarly, when the entries of Φ are
sub-Gaussian random variables and x is drawn from the wℓp ball, the boundedness of Φx can be
guaranteed with high probability (and with probability 1 if Φ is, say, Bernoulli).
1.3 Roadmap
In Section 2, we discuss the motivation for studying quantization and encoding problems in the
compressed sensing setup. Section 3 discusses the prior work in this area, while Section 4 describes
the proposed AIC in detail. Section 5 provides the technical statements of our main results, the
proofs of which are provided in Sections 6 and 7.
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2 The quantization and encoding problems in compressed sensing
Optimal encoding of signals in a given compact metric space (X , d) is an approximation theoretic
problem. Given an acceptable approximation error margin ǫ, one seeks to cover X with the smallest
number of ǫ-balls associated with the metric d. This number, denoted by N (X , d, ǫ), is called the
covering number of X . In essence one can then encode x ∈ X using log2N (X , d, ǫ) bits (this
quantity is called the Kolmogorov ǫ-entropy of X ) by mapping it to the center of an ǫ-ball in which
x lies. The set C of all such centers (or “codewords”) is called the codebook of the encoder. Clearly,
the resulting approximation error (or “distortion”) is a decreasing function of the number of bits
required to encode a signal (“rate”), thus there is a rate-distortion trade-off. For example, for the
set of bounded k-sparse signals X = Σ∗k := {x ∈ RN , ‖x‖2 ≤ 1, | suppx| ≤ k} and the ℓ2 metric,
the optimal rate distortion relationship [19] (see also [20]) is:
DΣ∗k(R) &
N
k
2−
R
k . (9)
This entropy based approach to encoding, while useful for providing the optimal rate-distortion
relationship of a given signal class, is not practicable in the compressed sensing scenario (among
others) for various reasons:
• It assumes direct access to x. This rules out the compressed sensing setup because recovering
x from unquantized measurements requires implementing a compressed sensing decoder on
analog hardware. As such decoders involve solving large scale convex optimization problems
or implementing greedy algorithms, they are not amenable to analog computation.
• It suffers from the curse of dimensionality. Even if we ignore the above issue, as ǫ decreases,
N (X, d, ǫ) typically grows fast. For example, N (BN2 , d2, ǫ) scales like ǫ−N where BN2 denotes
the unit ℓ2-ball of R
N and d2 is the metric induced by the ℓ2 norm. Accordingly, to achieve a
distortion of ǫ one must enumerate and accurately store the O(ǫ−N ) points in the codebook
and subsequently compute the distance of arbitrary points to them. This can quickly become
prohibitive as ǫ decreases.
• It is not robust with respect to hardware imperfections. To correctly assign a signal x to a
codeword, the hardware must distinguish analog values that are separated by O(ǫ). This is
expensive and quickly becomes prohibitive as ǫ decreases. Furthermore, even a small error in
the comparison may lead to selecting the “wrong” codeword, and hence an error exceeding ǫ.
A practical quantization scheme in the CS setting must avoid the issues listed above. Moreover,
depending on the implementation details, it may be desirable (or even crucial in some cases) that
the quantizer possess the following properties.
(P1) It should be compatible with the requirements of (say, state-of-the-art) analog to digital con-
version. For example, the scheme should not store more than a few analog quantities, or store
them for too long, or require sophisticated analog computation.
(P2) It should admit a computationally efficient reconstruction algorithm, or decoder.
(P3) It should be universal. The quantizer should not use any prior information about the mea-
surement scheme or the signal. In particular, the quantization scheme should be a “black
box” that can be placed after any CS measurement system.
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(P4) It should be causal. Many important CS systems such as the single-pixel camera [21] and those
based on coded-aperture imaging (see, e.g., [22, 23]) obtain the measurements sequentially.
In such instances, a quantizer should not assume knowledge about “future” measurements.
(P5) It should be progressive. It should be able to incorporate any additional measurements to
improve the approximation accuracy.
(P6) It should be coarse. Given a fixed quantization alphabet, it should allow an arbitrarily accurate
approximation to the original signal by increasing the number of measurements.
(P7) It should be robust. Any quantization scheme must involve certain arithmetic and Boolean
operations, e.g., addition and comparison with a reference value. These operations cannot
be implemented with infinite accuracy on analog circuits because of physical limitations (see,
e.g., [18]). Thus, a practical quantization scheme must be robust with respect to such imper-
fections.
Given a practical quantizer, often one can incorporate an encoding stage and reduce the total
number of bits used to represent the signal. With such an encoding stage, the rate-distortion
trade-off can be observed by considering the distortion D (as in (1)) as a function of the final
bit-rate after encoding, i.e., R as in (2). This is the approach we follow in this paper and it stands
in contrast to the case where no encoding is present (as in, e.g., [10, 9, 24]) and the final bit-rate
is a constant multiple of the number of measurements.
3 Relevant prior work
There has been growing interest in quantization for compressed sensing, which has resulted in a
number of important contributions. Broadly speaking, the techniques proposed in the literature
fall in one of the two main quantization paradigms: fine quantization or coarse quantization. In
fine quantization, one achieves the desired accuracy by refining the finite quantization alphabet
A, or, equivalently, reducing the quantization step size δ (defined as the largest gap between two
consecutive elements of A ⊂ R). In this case, it is easy to obtain exponential accuracy in terms
of the bit budget as one can use n additional bits to reduce the stepsize δ by a factor of 2n. One
can then use any quantization method that ensures ‖y − q‖∞ . δ; consequently, any robust CS
recovery algorithm will yield an approximation with accuracy on the order of δ. Noting that these
small step sizes need to be accurately implemented on analog hardware, a major shortcoming of
fine quantization algorithms lies in the difficulty in (and sometimes the impossibility of) reducing
δ to sufficiently small values due to physical constraints. Therefore, quantizers with small step size
δ are more expensive and there is a physical lower bound on how small δ can be. On the other
hand, in coarse quantization one uses a fixed alphabet, possibly as coarse as 1-bit, and improves
accuracy by increasing the number of measurements. Accordingly, coarse quantizers are typically
cheap to implement robustly on analog hardware. However, obtaining nearly optimal rate distortion
characteristics, i.e., exponential decay of approximation error as a function of the bit budget, is
highly non-trivial (see, e.g., [25]). We now provide a brief (non-exhaustive) overview of the literature
that is most related to our work. We focus primarily on memoryless scalar quantization and on
Σ∆ quantization but we also give some attention to the special case of one-bit quantization due to
the attention it has recently received. More detailed reviews can be found in [26, 25].
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We begin by observing that many of the quantizers studied in the literature fall under the
umbrella of memoryless scalar quantization, while only some use a noise-shaping (see, e.g., [25])
approach, of which Σ∆ quantization is an example. All these quantizers can be used within the fine
quantization paradigm as one can make the quantizer step size as small as the desired reconstruction
accuracy demands require. On the other hand, noise shaping quantizers are much better suited to
the coarse quantization approach as sufficiently increasing the number of measurements can meet
any reconstruction accuracy demand without a need to change the step size– see below for more
details.
3.1 Memoryless scalar quantization
Memoryless scalar quantization (MSQ) is possibly the simplest (but certainly not the most efficient)
way to quantize compressed sensing measurements. Given an alphabet A ⊂ R, MSQ applies scalar
quantization to each measurement independently by replacing the measurement by the element of
A nearest to it. More precisely, define the scalar quantizer associated with A, QA : R→ A by
QA(z) ∈ argmin
v∈A
|v − z|
(if there are two minimizers v1, v2, pick QA(z) to be any one of these) and denote by y = Φx the
compressive measurements. We define the MSQ operator QMSQA : Φ(X )→ Am by
q = QMSQA (y), where qi = QA(yi).
Here, X ⊂ RN is the space of signals and Φ is the compressed sensing matrix.
Usually the set A ⊂ R is centered around zero and consists of elements v separated by a
quantization step size δ. In this case, provided the measurements yi are appropriately bounded, we
have |yi −QA(yi)| ≤ δ/2. Thus, one approach to decoding MSQ-quantized CS measurements is to
treat the quantization error y − q as bounded measurement error (as considered in say, [12]) and
to approximate x from q = QMSQA (y) using the solution to the so-called Basis Pursuit De-Noising
(BPDN) optimization problem as in [27, 12]. This yields the decoder ∆BPDN, given by
∆BPDN(q) := argmin
z
‖z‖1 subject to ‖Φz − q‖2 ≤ δ
√
m/2.
Provided Φ is an appropriately chosen matrix (for example, satisfying the restricted isometry prop-
erty [12])1, the reconstruction error obeys
‖xˆ− x‖2 . δ/2 + σk(x)√
k
, (10)
with xˆ = ∆BPDN(q) and σk(x) = minz∈Σk ‖x − z‖1 being the ℓ1 error associated with the best
k-term approximation of x. Note that, in the case of sparse signals, replacing δ by 2−nδ in (10)
requires n additional bits. Thus MSQ yields exponential accuracy when considered within the
fine quantization paradigm. On the other hand, once the quantization alphabet A is fixed (e.g.,
when the AIC hardware is fixed), the step-size δ is also fixed. In this case we are in the coarse
1The standard definition of the restricted isometry property of a matrix Φ normally requires the columns of Φ to
be normalized. Since we are interested in the quantization context where the number of measurements (hence the
number of rows of Φ) is variable, we do not normalize the columns of Φ.
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quantization paradigm and the rate-distortion relationship associated with MSQ quantization and
BPDN reconstruction of k-sparse signals is given by
D(R) = Constant.
This is far from satisfactory as increasing the number of measurements, hence the rate, does not
decrease the distortion. Moreover, the lower-bound for MSQ when δ is fixed (which is associated
with optimally decoding MSQ quantized measurements) is only slightly better. It satisfies
DMSQ(R) & kR . (11)
as derived using a frame-theoretic argument [28] (cf. [26]). Consequently, even with a decoder that
is optimal for MSQ-quantized CS measurements, one cannot hope to achieve the exponential rate-
distortion relationship (9) associated with entropy based encoding of sparse signals. Nevertheless,
there has been much work (e.g., [29, 30, 31, 32]) focused around proposing decoders to improve the
reconstruction error associated with MSQ quantization of compressed sensing measurements and
approach the lower-bound (11).
3.2 Sigma-Delta quantization for compressed sensing
Sigma-Delta quantization
Let y = Φx ∈ Rm be as above. The simplest Σ∆ quantizer, known as the first order greedy Σ∆
scheme, maps y to q ∈ Am by running the iteration
qi = QA (yi + ui−1) ,
(∆u)i := ui − ui−1 = yi − qi. (12)
It simply consists of scalar quantizing the sum of the current measurement yi with a state vari-
able ui−1, and subsequently updating the state variable. More generally, a generic rth order Σ∆
quantizer maps y to q ∈ Am by running the iteration
qi = QA (ρr(ui−1, . . . , ui−r, yi, . . . , yi−r+1)) ,
(∆ru)i = yi − qi. (13)
Above the rth order difference operator ∆r is defined via ∆r(u) := ∆(∆r−1u), and the vector
u = (ui)
m
i=1 is called the state vector. It is typically “initialized to zero”, i.e., ui = 0 for i ≤ 0.
Similarly, the “input” y is also initialized to zero. Note that in this case, the relationship between
the vectors u, y, and q can be described by the matrix equation
y − q = Dru (14)
where D is the difference matrix defined in Section 1.
Σ∆ quantization and stability
The function ρr in (13) is called the quantization rule and is chosen to ensure that the Σ∆ scheme
is stable, i.e., there exist universal constants β and γ (independent of y and m) such that ‖u‖∞ ≤ γ
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whenever ‖y‖∞ ≤ β. Stability plays an important role in practice and also in the analysis of
Σ∆ schemes due to the appearance of terms involving u in error estimates. There are two main
approaches for designing a quantization rule that ensures stability of an rth-order scheme. An
rth-order greedy Σ∆ quantizer uses the quantization rule
ρr(ui−1, . . . , ui−r, yi, . . . , yi−r+1) := QA
 r∑
j=1
(−1)j−1
(
r
j
)
ui−j + yi
 . (15)
where the alphabet A is tailored to the order r. A typical choice for A is the K-level midrise
alphabet with step size δ given by
AKδ := {±(j − 1/2)δ, j ∈ {1, ...,K}} . (16)
In this case, one chooses K as a function of r. Specifically, if ‖y‖∞ ≤ β, it is sufficient to choose
K ≥ 2⌈β
δ
⌉
+ 2r + 1
as such a choice yields a stable rth-order Σ∆ scheme with stability constant γ = δ/2. On the other
hand, coarse Σ∆ quantizers use a fixed alphabet A regardless of the order r, e.g., A = {±1} or
A = AKδ with δ and K fixed. Designing families of stable Σ∆ schemes of arbitrary order is highly
non-trivial, e.g., [17, 33, 34]. We will use the schemes that were originally proposed in [33] and
refined in [34] in the setting of 1-bit quantization. These rth-order coarse schemes use the alphabet
AKδ and produce state vectors u that satisfy
‖u‖∞ . Crrrδ
whenever ‖y‖∞ ≤ (K − 1/2)δ.
Originally proposed to quantize oversampled bandlimited functions by Inose and Yasuda [35], cf.
[18], Σ∆ quantization has been shown to be well suited for quantizing redundant frame expansions.
This fact holds both in finite dimensions (e.g., [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 11] and infinite dimensions
[17, 33, 34]. In each case, Σ∆ quantizers “shape” the quantization error such that a significant
portion of the error energy falls into the kernel of the corresponding decoder. For example, in
the case of oversampled bandlimited functions, the decoder can be described as the convolution of
the quantized samples with an appropriate low-pass filter [17]. In the case of finite frames, on the
other hand, a typical decoder is given by applying an alternative dual2 known as the Sobolev dual
operator [38].
In the compressed sensing setting
It was recently shown by [40], cf. [11], that Σ∆ quantization can be also used in the compressed
sensing setting. The idea is that if the signal x is strictly sparse with support T , y = Φx =
ΦTxT which is the vector of frame coefficients of xT . Here ΦT is the (analysis operator of the)
corresponding frame. Thus, [40] proposed a two stage method where in the first stage one recovers
2We view a frame for Rd as a full-rank m × d matrix E where m ≥ d and we identify any left inverse of E with
a so-called dual frame of E. In particular, the canonical dual is identified with the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse
E
† := (E∗E)−1E∗, while the Sobolev dual is given by (D−rE)†D−r.
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the support T using any robust compressed sensing decoder. In the second stage, one uses the
Sobolev dual of ΦT to obtain a finer estimate of x. This two-stage method is successful in the
case of strictly sparse signals whose smallest entries are as large as the quantizer step size. In
particular, when the entries of Φ are Gaussian [40] or sub-Gaussian [11] random variables, the
two-stage reconstruction method produces an estimate xˆ that satisfies
‖xˆ− x‖2 .
(m
k
)−(r/2−1/4)
δ. (17)
As in the MSQ case, since the error is proportional to the step-size δ, one obtains exponential
accuracy in the bit-rate within the fine quantization paradigm. On the other hand, when δ is
fixed, i.e., in the coarse quantization paradigm, (17) shows that the approximation error decays
polynomially in the number of measurements, hence the rate. When r ≥ 2 this is a faster decay
rate than that of MSQ, which is limited by (11). However, (17) is contingent on the success of
the support recovery stage, which becomes problematic in the case of sparse vectors with non-zero
entries that are much smaller in magnitude than the quantizer step size. For example, this rules
out quantizers with low bit-depth such as one-bit quantizers. In addition, the two-stage method is
not well suited for compressible signals and for noisy measurements.
To overcome all these issues, in recent work we proposed a one-stage decoder for Σ∆-quantized
compressed sensing measurements [9]. This one-stage decoder is based on solving a tractable convex
optimization problem and it allows us to remove the above mentioned size condition, thus allowing
quantization alphabets as coarse as one-bit. Furthermore, this decoder is stable and robust, i.e.,
it can be used with compressible signals in the presence of noise. It also yields an approximation
error bound that decays polynomially in the number of measurements, and this again outperforms
the optimal error decay associated with MSQ—as given in (11)—for Σ∆ schemes of order r ≥ 2.
3.3 One-bit quantization for compressed sensing
A “one-bit” quantization scheme is one where the alphabet A contains only two elements, with
the usual choice being A = {±1}. There are multiple approaches to one-bit quantization for com-
pressed sensing, including those based on MSQ, Σ∆, and other noise-shaping techniques. Among
these, one-bit MSQ (e.g., [41, 42, 43]) has received significant attention, usually under the monicker
”one-bit compressed sensing”. One-bit MSQ schemes with A = {±1} produce quantized measure-
ments qi = sign(〈φi, x〉) and have the advantage of being simple to implement. On the other hand,
due to the minimal size of the alphabet there are unique challenges associated with one-bit MSQ.
For example, since constant multiples of x all yield the same quantized measurements, magnitude
information (i.e., ‖x‖2) is not retrievable. The goal is then to recover only the directional informa-
tion x/‖x‖2 as accurately as possible. Another challenge associated with one-bit MSQ is tractable
decoding. In fact [41], which initiated this line of work, formulated a recovery algorithm for ex-
tracting the direction of sparse signals from one-bit, MSQ quantized, compressive measurements.
However this algorithm did not have theoretical recovery guarantees. Later, a decoder based on
convex optimization was proposed for recovering x/‖x‖2 in [43] and a rate-distortion relationship
D(R) . R−1/5 was derived (here, the distortion is measured using the magnitude-normalized sig-
nal and its approximation). Another issue worth mentioning here is that while multi-bit MSQ
approaches to quantizing compressed sensing measurements generally allow for sub-Gaussian mea-
surements, the one-bit MSQ setup is different. In particular, general sub-Gaussian measurements
in this setting necessitate imposing restrictive assumptions on the signal class (e.g., requiring that
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the signal not be too sparse [44]). Thus, the sensing matrix Φ = [φ1, ..., φm]
T is usually restricted
to be Gaussian.
Nevertheless there has been progress in circumventing these issues, for example by deviating
slightly from the one-bit MSQ paradigm as outlined in [41]. For example, to circumvent the loss
of magnitude information associated with one-bit MSQ, [45] added Gaussian (or constant) dither
to the measurements so that
qi = sign(〈φi, x〉+ bi),
where bi is known. They also proposed techniques for decoding and proved the associated rate-
distortion relationship D(R) . R−1/5 with magnitude information now accounted for. Finally, we
remark that due to the fundamental limitation (11) associated with MSQ, the exponent −1/5 in
the rate-distortion relationship can at best be improved to −1.
The MSQ limitation (11), along with the other issues associated mentioned above, motivated
alternative approaches to one-bit quantization in the compressed sensing framework. One such
approach, described in [46], introduces a new quantization technique called “distributed noise-
shaping” and obtains a near optimal rate-distortion relationship (in the sense of (9)) with a tractable
decoder. The idea here is to replace the difference matrix D in the Σ∆ approach with a block-
diagonal matrix H. Each block of H is a bidiagonal matrix with 1 on the diagonal and −β, where
1 ≤ β < 2, on the sub-diagonal. Thus, this method can be seen as a generalization of β-encoding
techniques (see, e.g., [47, 48]). The block-structure of H allows the quantization to be done in a
distributed, rather than fully sequential, way. The obvious advantage of this method is the near-
optimal recovery guarantee that it achieves. On the other hand, as a coarse quantization method,
this approach requires a large number of analog memory elements (on the order of k logN) to
handle additional measurements.
Yet another one-bit quantization scheme in the compressed sensing setting was proposed in [24].
Here, the idea is to update the quantization thresholds adaptively (as noise-shaping techniques do)
albeit by solving a sophisticated convex optimization problem or running a greedy algorithm within
the quantization procedure. In particular, [24] proposes the quantization scheme
q(j) = sign(Φ(j)(x− x(j−1))− 22−jτj), (18)
where Φ(j) is a sub-matrix of Φ, x(j−1) is an estimate of x and τj is the current value of the quanti-
zation threshold. Here, x(j−1) and τj are obtained by solving an intermediate convex optimization
problem. To quantize the measurements of a single vector x, one needs to solve many such inter-
mediate problems. Another important issue here is that as j increases, both Φ(j)(x − xj−1) and
22−jτj decrease exponentially fast in j. This requires that the physical implementation of the sign
function in (18) be able to accurately distinguish between very small negative and very small pos-
itive quantities. Such “delicate” comparisons are typical of fine (rather than coarse) quantization
schemes and are only physically possible up to a certain accuracy. In short, for the price of running
a polynomial-time algorithm each time the thresholds are updated, [24] achieves exponential error
decay in the bit-rate, when the signals are sparse.
Finally, as noted in Section 3.2, [9] proposed using Sigma-Delta (Σ∆) quantization with a
subsequent reconstruction scheme based on convex optimization. The approach in [9] allows one-
bit quantization, provided the Σ∆ scheme is stable. For example, one could use the simple 1st
order greedy Σ∆ scheme in (12) with a one-bit scalar quantizer. One could also use any stable
one-bit rth order scheme, such as those of [33, 34].
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In particular [9] proves that the reconstruction error due to quantization decays polynomially
in the number of measurements. It also applies to arbitrary signals, including compressible ones,
so it is robust. Moreover, it is stable in the presence of measurement noise. This approach, and its
associated analysis applies to sub-Gaussian (including Gaussian and Bernoulli) random compressed
sensing measurements. In this paper we build on [9] and show that by adding an appropriate
encoding stage exponential error decay (in the number of bits) can be achieved without sacrificing
stability or robustness. Moreover, the results still hold for sub-Gaussian measurements.
4 Encoding quantized compressive samples: exponential accuracy
We now describe the proposed AIC in detail following the framework and notation laid out in the
Introduction. Thus, our scheme consists of a compressive sampling stage followed by quantization
and encoding stages. Subsequently, the underlying signal is reconstructed via a one-stage decoder.
Compressive sampling. We assume that the signal of interest is x ∈ RN . We use an m × N
sub-Gaussian (e.g., Gaussian or Bernoulli) compressive sensing matrix Φ. We denote the rows of
Φ by φi which we view as vectors in R
N . The resulting (possibly noisy) measurement vector is
y = Φx+ e (19)
with entries
yi = 〈φi, x〉+ ei,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, e denotes additive noise, and |ei| ≤ ǫ for a known ǫ ≥ 0.
Quantization. We quantize the compressive measurement vector y using a stable, rth-order Σ∆
scheme (fine or coarse) with alphabet AKδ as defined in (16) – see Section 3.2 for details.
Encoding. As initially proposed in [49] in the context of finite-frames, we encode the r-th order
Σ∆-quantization q ∈ Am via
E : q 7→ BD−rq.
Here, B is an L×m matrix with i.i.d equiprobable Bernoulli random entries and
m ≥ L ≥ ck log(N/k)
for an appropriate constant c (see Section 5). Thus, the encoding consists of first multiplying
integer-valued (modulo δ/2) vectors D−rq by a Bernoulli matrix to reduce the dimension, and then
assigning a binary label to the result. So, it is easily implementable in the digital domain. In short, it
can be seen that the encoding map E : Am → C produces codewords in C with log2 |C| ≪ m log2 |A|
so the encoded measurements to be represented by log2 |C| bits instead of the original m log2 |A|
bits. The goal of the decoder will be to ensure that this compression does not adversely affect the
reconstruction quality.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the acquisition side of the proposed AIC. Algorithm 1 shows that the
acquisition side of the AIC is causal and progressive, i.e., each additional measurement yi is quan-
tized without a need to know the “future” measurements yj, j > i. Further, during the encoding,
each Σ∆ quantized measurement qi is incorporated to obtain an updated codeword. This process
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Algorithm 1 Acquisition side of the proposed AIC.
Input: Sub-Gaussian compressive sensing measurement vectors φi ∈ RN
Input: Bernoulli encoding matrix B ∈ {±1}L×m with columns Bi ∈ RL
Input: Quantization alphabet A
Initialize: State variables uj = 0 and measurements yj = 0, for all j ≤ 0.
Initialize: L-dimensional codeword c = 0
1: for i = 1 to m do
2: Obtain the (possibly noisy) compressive measurement: yi = 〈φi, x〉+ ei.
3: Quantize the measurement and update the state variable, for example using the 1st order
greedy Σ∆ scheme:
qi = QA (yi + ui−1) ,
ui = ui+1 + yi − qi.
Alternatively, use a stable rth order scheme as in (13).
4: Update the encoding: c← c+Biqi (note that this is equivalent to setting c = Bq).
5: end for
yields a progressively better approximation for sufficiently large i, as our main theoretical results
demonstrate.
Decoding: The decoding is done via convex optimization. Specifically, in the absence of non-
quantization noise, we compute the estimate
xˆ := argmin
z
‖z‖1, subject to ‖BD−r(Φz − q)‖2 ≤ 3Cm, (20)
where C is a constant that depends on the Σ∆ quantizer. More generally, in the presence of bounded
non-quantization noise e ∈ Rm satisfying ‖e‖∞ ≤ ǫ, our decoder computes an approximation xˆ by
solving
(xˆ, uˆ, eˆ) = argmin ‖x˜‖1, s.t.

BD−r(Φx˜+ e˜)−Bu˜ = BD−rq
‖Bu˜‖2 ≤ 3Cm
‖e˜‖2 ≤
√
mε.
(21)
Intuitively, this decoder makes sense as it produces an estimate that is consistent with the properties
of the encoding, the quantization, and the noise. In particular, as we are quantizing the noisy
measurements Φx+ e, the stable Σ∆ quantizer will produce q = Φx+ e+Dru. Applying BD−r on
both sides of (21) yields the first constraint. Moreover, due to stability of the Σ∆ quantizer we have
‖u‖∞ ≤ C. This implies that ‖u‖2 .
√
m and concentration of measure properties of Bernoulli
matrices then yield ‖Bu‖2 . m, hence the second constraint. Finally, the third constraint in (21)
is a direct consequence of ‖e‖∞ ≤ ǫ.
Theorem 12, our main rate-distortion result, holds for r ≥ 2, the decoder (20), and uniformly
for all appropriately bounded signals x, but does not cover the case r = 1. To partially remedy
this, we obtain a similar unifrom result (Theorem 16) that deals with the r = 1 case, albeit for
strictly sparse signals under noiseless measurements. Here our decoder is modified so that it now
obtains an approximation xˆ from the encoded measurements of x by solving
xˆ = argmin ‖x˜‖1, s.t. ‖BD−rΦx˜−BD−rq‖2 ≤ (2 + η)γ(r)
√
mL. (22)
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The constraint in the modified decoder (22) is based on a series of observations. First, a stable Σ∆
quantizer with stability constant γ(r) produces q satisfying D−rq := D−rΦx− u with
‖u‖2 ≤ γ(r)
√
m.
Second, the random matrix B serves as a Johnson-Lindenstrauss embedding (see Lemma 22) so
that for a fixed finite set of signals x the associated state variables u satisfy
‖Bu‖2 ≤ (1 + η)γ(r)
√
mL
with high probability (that depends on η). Passing to arbitrary sparse signals x (i.e., not just from
the finite set), we replace the upper bound on ‖Bu‖2 by (2+η)γ(r)
√
mL (see the proof of Theorem
16 for the details).
5 Main Results
Theorem 12. Let Φ be an m×N sub-Gaussian matrix with mean zero and unit variance, and let
B be an L×m Bernoulli matrix with ±1 entries. Moreover, let k ∈ {1, ...,min{m,N}}.
Denote by QrΣ∆ a stable rth-order scheme with alphabet AKδ and stability constant γ(r). There
exist positive constants C3, C4, C5, and c1 such that whenever
m
C4
≥ L ≥ C3k log(N/k) the following
holds with probability greater than 1− C5e−c1
√
mL on the draws of Φ and B:
Suppose that x ∈ RN , e ∈ Rm with ‖Φx‖∞ ≤ µ < 1 and that q := QrΣ∆(Φx+e), where ‖e‖∞ ≤ ǫ
for some 0 ≤ ǫ < 1− µ. Then the solution xˆ to (21) satisfies
‖x− xˆ‖2 ≤ d1
( L
m
)r/2−3/4
δ + d2
√
m
L
ε+ d3
σk(x)√
k
. (23)
where d1, d2, and d3 are constants.
Remark 13. In practice, if the noise vector e is comprised of zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian random
variables with variance ε2, one can replace the constraint on ‖e˜‖2 in (21) with ‖e˜‖2 ≤
√
Lε and the
same proof holds. By using this new constraint, we obtain an error bound of the form
‖x− xˆ‖2 .
( L
m
)r/2−3/4
+ ε+
σk(x)√
k
. (24)
In particular, now the reconstruction error due to additive noise is independent of the number of
measurements.
Corollary 14 (rate-distortion relationship and exponential error decay). Let Φ ∈ Rm×N and
B ∈ RL×m be compressed sensing and encoding matrices, as in Theorem 12. Denote by QrΣ∆ a stable
rth order Σ∆ scheme with alphabet AKδ , and let X := {x ∈ RN : ‖Φx‖∞ ≤ 1}. Let all numbered
constants be as before. Then, the following hold with probability greater than 1−C5e−c1
√
mL on the
draws of Φ and B:
(i) The number of bits needed to represent all elements of the codebook C := BD−r ◦QrΣ∆(X ) is
bounded above by
R = L(r + 1) log2(m) + L log2(2K).
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(ii) The resulting rate-distortion relationship associated with decoding by (21) is given by
D(R) ≤ d4 · 2−c2RL + d3
σ⌊L/(C3 logN)⌋√⌊L/(C3 logN)⌋ ,
where
d5 := d5(L, r,K, δ) =
(
d1 · Lr/2−3/4 · (2K)
r/2−3/4
r+1 · δ
)
,
and
c2 := c2(r) =
r/2− 3/4
r + 1
.
(iii) In the case of k-sparse signals with k := ⌊ LC3 logN ⌋, we have
D(R) ≤ d5 · 2−c3
R
k logN
where c3 = c2/C3.
Corollary 15 (encoding the weak-ℓp ball). Let Φ ∈ Rm×N and B ∈ RL×m be compressed sensing
and encoding matrices, as in Theorem 12. Denote by QrΣ∆ a stable rth order Σ∆ scheme with
alphabet AKδ , and let Bwℓp be the weak ℓp ball of radius C6 with 0 < p < 2. Then it holds
D(Bwℓp) .
(
logN log(R/ logN − log logN)
R− logN log logN
)1/p−1/2
. (25)
Theorem 16. Let Φ be an m×N sub-Gaussian matrix with mean zero and unit variance and B
be an L ×m Bernoulli matrix with ±1 entries. Moreover, let k ∈ {1, ...,min{m,N}}. Denote by
QrΣ∆ a stable rth-order scheme with alphabet AKδ and stability constant γ(r). There exist positive
constants C7, C8, C9, and c4 such that whenever
m
C8
≥ L ≥ C7(k logN + k logm) the following
holds with probability greater than 1− C9e−c4L on the draws of Φ and B:
Suppose that x ∈ ΣNk ∩ BN2 with ‖Φx‖∞ ≤ 1 and that q := QrΣ∆(Φx). Then the solution xˆ to
(22), with η = 1, satisfies
‖xˆ− x‖2 ≤ d6
(
L
m
)r/2−1/4
δ,
where d6 is a constant.
Remark 17. The above result on first-order Σ∆ quantization holds only for sparse signals. For
arbitrary signals and when the measurements are noisy, as in (19), we can obtain a non-uniform
version of Theorem 12 to handle r = 1. That is, the result holds with high probability on the draw
of the encoding matrix, in the regime where one draws a new random encoding matrix after sensing
a fixed finite number of signals.
In this case, we use the decoder
(xˆ, uˆ, eˆ) = argmin ‖x˜‖1, s.t.

BD−r(Φx˜+ e˜)−Bu˜ = BD−rq
‖Bu˜‖2 ≤ 2C
√
Lm
‖e˜‖2 ≤
√
mε
. (26)
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The corresponding approximation sastisfies
‖x− xˆ‖2 ≤ d1
( L
m
)r/2−1/4
δ + d2
√
m
L
ε+ d1
σk(x)√
k
, (27)
with high probability. The proof of this is essentially the same as that of Theorem 12 and we omit
the details. However, it is worth noting that the probability with which (27) holds depends on the
probability that the true solution (x, u, e) satisfies the constraint in (26). This can be calculated
by invoking the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma (Lemma 22) as B and u are independent.
6 Proof of Theorem 12 and its corollaries
To prove Theorem 12, we will require some results from the literature, which we now present.
6.1 Preliminaries
We begin with a lemma from [50], which will be important for our analysis.
Proposition 18 ([50]). Let f, g ∈ CN , and Φ ∈ Cm,N . Suppose that Φ has δ2k-RIP with δ2k < 1/9,
then for any 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, we have
‖f − g‖p ≤ C1k1/p−1/2‖Φ(f − g)‖2 + C2
k1−1/p
(‖f‖1 − ‖g‖1 + 2σk(g)1),
with constants C1, C2 only depend on δ2k.
Next we present a lemma from [11] essentially bounding, from below, the smallest singular
vector of an anisotropic random matrix. We use the lemma to deduce a corollary about the Lth
singular value of the L × m matrix BD−r, which will be useful in the analysis of the encoding
scheme.
Lemma 19 ([11]). let E be an m × k sub-Gaussain matrix with mean zero, unit variance, and
parameter c, let S = diag(s) be a diagonal matrix, and let V be an orthonormal matrix, both of size
m × m. Further, let r ∈ Z+ and suppose that sj ≥ C10r
(
m
j
)r
, where C10 is a positive constant
that may depend on r. Then there exist constants C11, c5 > 0 (depending on c and C10) such that
for 0 < α < 1 and λ := mk ≥ C
1
1−α
11
P
(
σmin
(
1√
m
SV ∗E
)
≤ λα(r−1/2)
)
≤ 2 exp(−c5m1−αkα).
Lemma 19 implies the following fact.
Corollary 20. Let D be the m × m difference matrix, and B be an L × m (L ≤ m) Bernoulli
random matrix. Let k ≤ L be such that C
1
1−α
11 k ≤ m where C11 and α are as in Lemma 19. Then
with probability at least 1− 2e−c5m1−αkα
σk(BD
−r) ≥ √m
(m
k
)α(r−1/2)
.
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Proof. Note that σk(BD
−r) = σk((D∗)−rB∗) = σk(SV ∗B∗) where USV ∗ = (D∗)−r is the singular
value decomposition of (D∗)−r. By Proposition 3.2 of [40], we have that the diagonal entries sj of
the diagonal matrix S satisfy sj ≥ Cr1
(
m
j
)r
for a (known) constant C1. The result then follows by
Lemma 19.
Lemma 21 (corollary of Proposition 4.1 in [11]). Let V be an m×L (m ≥ L) orthonormal matrix
and Φ be an m×N (N ≥ m) sub-Gaussian matrix with mean zero, unit variance, and parameter
c. With probability over 1− e−c6L, the matrix 1√
L
V TΦ satisfies the RIP of order 2k and constant
δ2k, provided that
L ≥ 1
δ22k
C12k logN. (28)
Here c6 and C12 are absolute constants.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 and Equation (19) of [11], we can assert that there exists c7 such that for
any fixed index set T ⊆ [N ] with cardinality k, we have
P
(
sup
y∈Sk−1
∣∣∣∣‖ 1√mV TΦT y‖22 − E‖ 1√mV TΦTy‖22
∣∣∣∣ ≥ δ L2m
)
≤ e−c7δ2L.
Inserting E‖V TΦT y‖22 = L‖y‖22 into the above equation and rescaling each term inside the proba-
bility, we obtain
P
(
sup
y∈Sk−1
∣∣∣∣‖ 1√LV TΦT y‖22 − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≥ δ/2
)
≤ e−c7δ2L.
Under the condition that L ≥ C12
δ2
k logN with some large enough constant C12 > 0 independent of
δ, L,m, and N , a union bound over
(N
k
)
k-dimensional subspaces gives
1− δ/2 ≤ ‖ 1√
L
V TΦT z‖22 ≤ 1 + δ/2, for all z ∈ Rk and T ⊂ [N ] with |T | = k ,
with probability over 1− e−c6L. Rescaling δ completes the argument.
6.2 Proofs of main results
Proof of Theorem 12. By hypothesis, ‖Φx + e‖∞ ≤ µ + ε ≤ 1. This guarantees that the rth
order Σ∆ quantization is stable with stability constant C := γ(r) = γ˜(r)δ. Let
E1 = {B ∈ Bern(L,m) : σL(BD−r) ≥
(m
L
)r/2−1/4√
m},
and
E2 := {B ∈ Bern(L,m) : ‖B‖ℓ2→ℓ2 ≤
√
L+ 2
√
m}.
By Corollary 20, with C4 = C
1
1−α
11 (and L in place of k), we have
P (E1) ≥ 1− 2e−c5(mL)1/2 .
Furthermore,
P (E2) ≥ 1− C13e−c8L
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for some constants C13 and c8 by [51, Corollary V.2.1 with ǫ = 1]. Setting E = E1 ∩ E2, we get
P(E) ≥ 1− 2e−c5(mL)1/2 − C13e−c8L.
Now, we note that for any B ∈ E , by the constraints in (21) and the fact that
‖Bu‖2 ≤ ‖B‖op‖u‖∞
√
m ≤ 3Cm,
we have
‖BD−r(Φ(xˆ− x) + (eˆ− e))‖2 = ‖B(uˆ− u)‖2 ≤ ‖Buˆ‖2 + ‖Bu‖2 ≤ 6Cm.
Let BD−r = TSRT be the singular value decomposition of BD−r, with the diagonal entries of S
arranged in decreasing order, and define Φ˜ = RTΦ. Moreover, let h = x− xˆ and v = e− eˆ. Then
6Cm ≥ ‖BD−r(Φh+ v)‖2 = ‖TSRT (Φh+ v)‖2 = ‖SΦ˜h+ SRTv‖2,
where the last equality is by unitary invariance of the norm. Denoting, for the moment, by AL the
restriction of a matrix A to its first L rows, we have
6Cm ≥ ‖SLΦ˜h+ SLRT v‖2
≥ σL(S)
√
L‖ 1√
L
(Φ˜Lh+ (R
T )
L
v)‖2
= σL(BD
−r)
√
L‖ 1√
L
(Φ˜Lh+ (R
T )Lv)‖2
≥ √m
(m
L
)r/2−1/4√
L‖ 1√
L
(Φ˜Lh+ (R
T )
L
v‖2.
Above, for the second inequality we used the fact that S is diagonal with its diagonal elements
in decreasing order. For the last inequality we used the fact that B ∈ E to bound σL(BD−r).
Rearranging and using the reverse triangle inequality,
‖ 1√
L
Φ˜Lh‖2 ≤ 6C
( L
m
)r/2−3/4
+
1√
L
‖(RT )
L
v‖2.
Now, using the fact that
‖(RT )Lv‖2 ≤ ‖RT v‖2 = ‖v‖2 ≤ 2
√
mε, (29)
we deduce that
‖ 1√
L
Φ˜Lh‖2 ≤ 6C
( L
m
)r/2−3/4
+ 2
√
m
L
ε.
Let E3 be the event that 1√LΦ˜L satisfies the RIP of order 2k with constant δ2k < 1/9. Then
P(E3) ≥ 1− e−c6L
by Lemma 21. Applying Proposition 18 with p = 2, 1√
L
Φ˜L in place of Φ, and x and xˆ in place of g
and f respectively, we obtain
‖x− xˆ‖2 ≤ d1
( L
m
)r/2−3/4
δ + d2
√
m
L
ε+ d3
σk(x)√
k
. (30)
Thus (23) holds with probability P(E1 ∩ E2 ∩ E3) ≥ 1− C5e−c1
√
mL.
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Proof of Corollary 14. We start with calculating the number of bits needed to represent a code-
word q˜ := BD−rq = BD−rQrΣ∆(x). The entries of q take on values in AKδ , with |AKδ | = 2K, as
seen from the definition (16). As ‖D−r‖ℓ∞→ℓ∞ ≤ mr and ‖B‖ℓ∞→ℓ∞ ≤ m, we have ‖q˜‖∞ =
‖BD−rq‖∞ ≤ mr+1‖q‖∞. Thus, recalling the definition of AKδ , it can be seen that each entry of q˜
takes on values in a set of cardinality at most 2mr+1K. We have L such entries and therefore need
at most
R = L(r + 1) log2(m) + L log2(2K) (31)
bits to uniquely represent q˜.
Next, to control the distortion we apply Theorem 12 with ǫ = 0 and with k, L, and m satisfying
m
C4
≥ L ≥ C3k log(N/k).
In particular, we choose
k = ⌊L/(C3 logN)⌋.
This gives an upper bound on the reconstruction error associated with (21), namely
‖xˆ− x‖2 ≤ d1
(
L
m
)r/2−3/4
δ + d3
σk(x)√
k
=: D.
Solving form in (31) and substituting in the distortion expression above, we have the rate-distortion
relationship
D(R) ≤
(
d1 · Lr/2−3/4 · (2K)
r/2−3/4
r+1 · δ
)
· 2− r/2−3/4r+1 RL + d3σk(x)√
k
.
Substituting for k completes the proof of (ii). Finally (iii) follows trivially, since for k-sparse signals
σk(x) = 0 and since L ≤ C3k logN .
Proof of Corollary 15. By Corollary 14, the number of bits needed to represent BD−rq is
R = L(r + 1) log2(m) + L log2(2K) = L log2(2mr+1K). (32)
Moreover, the resulting approximation error from Theorem 12 is
‖xˆ− x‖2 ≤ d1
(
L
m
)r/2−3/4
δ + d3
σk(x)√
k
.
Take any x ∈ X and assume without loss of generality that the entries of x are sorted in decreasing
order of magnitude. Then, we have
σk(x)√
k
=
1√
k
N∑
j=k+1
|xj |
≤ C6√
k
N∑
j=k+1
j−1/p ≤ C6√
k
ˆ ∞
k
z−1/pdz
≤ C6
1/p − 1k
1/2−1/p.
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Defining d7 := d7(p) = max(d1δ, d3
C6
1/p−1) we now have
‖x− xˆ‖2 ≤ d7
((
L
m
)r/2−3/4
+ k1/2−1/p
)
.
Noting that the right hand side of above holds for any k ≤ LC3 logN (once d7 is replaced by its max-
imum over all k ≤ LC3 logN if necessary), we select k = ⌈ L2C3 logN ⌉ ∈ [ L2C3 logN , LC3 logN ]. Moreover,
since the same right hand side is a decreasing function of k, we may remove the “ceiling” function
to obtain
‖x− xˆ‖2 ≤ d7
((
L
m
)r/2−3/4
+
(
L
2C3 logN
)1/2−1/p)
.
Setting the two summands in the right hand side above to be equal, we have
m =
(
Lr/2−5/4+1/p
(2C3 logN)1/p−1/2
) 1
r/2−3/4
. (33)
Note that since L ≥ 2C3 logN , then m ≥ 2C3 logN follows, and this choice of m yields
‖x− xˆ‖2 ≤ 2d7
(
L
2C3 logN
)1/2−1/p
=: D
R = L log2
(
2L(r/2−5/4+1/p)(r+1)/(r/2−3/4)
(2C3 logN)(1/p−1/2)(r+1)/(r/2−3/4)
K
)
.
Upon rearranging, we have L ≤ (2C3 logN)( D2d7 )
1
1/2−1/p , which when substituted into the expression
for R gives
R ≤ (2C3 logN)
(
(r + 1) log2(2C3 logN) + log2K + log2
((
2d7
D
) r+1
1/p−1/2
+ r+1
r/2−3/4
))(
2d7
D
) 1
1/p−1/2
(34)
≤ C14 logN log logN + C15 logN
(
2d7
D
) 1
1/p−1/2
log
((
2d7
D
) r+1
1/p−1/2
+ r+1
r/2−3/4
)
. (35)
For large enough R, say it is such that a := R − C14 logN log logN > 1 and b := 2d7D > 1, we
can use the fact that a ≤ cb log b implies a ≤ cbmax{log a/c, 1} when a, b > 1 and c is a positive
constant. Then we obtain
D .
(
logN log(R/ logN − log logN)
R− logN log logN
)1/p−1/2
.
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7 Proof of Theorem 16
First, we state the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [3], in the form it appears in [52].
Lemma 22 (Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma). Suppose η, p ∈ (0, 1), and S is a finite set in Rm.
Let B ∈ RL×m be a Bernoulli random matrix whose entries take value 1 or -1 with equal probability.
Set B˜ = 1√
L
B. Then
(1− η)‖x‖2 ≤ ‖B˜x‖2 ≤ (1 + η)‖x‖2
for all x ∈ S with probability at least 1− p, provided that provided that L ≥ 4+2 log|S|(1/p)
η2/2−η3/3 ln |S|.
Definition 23 (Quantization cell). For a fixed quantizer Q : Rm → Am and a measurement scheme
E :X → Rm
x→ y,
the quantization cells associated with Q and E, that intersect X , are defined by
CQ,E(q) = {x ∈ X : Q(E(x)) = q},
where we call q ∈ Am the center of the cell CQ,A(q).
The following lemma provides an upper bound on the number of Σ∆ cells in a bounded region.
It is due to Sinan Gu¨ntu¨rk. We provide his original (unpublished) proof in the appendix.
Lemma 24. Let BR be the k dimensional ℓ2 ball with radius R, E an m×k (k ≤ m) sub-Gaussian
matrix. Denote by QrΣ∆ the rth order stable Σ∆ quantizer and assume the quantization step size
is δ. For any α > 0, with probability 1− e−α2mk, the total number NC of Σ∆ cells associated with
QrΣ∆ and E, that intersect BR, satisfies
NC ≤ C16max
{
22k, δ−kRk(1 + α)k
m(r+1)k
kk/2−1/2
}
, (36)
where C16 is a positive constant that depends only on r and the parameters of the sub-Gaussian
distribution.
Lemma 25. Let B ∈ RL×m be a Bernoulli random matrix, E ∈ Rm×k be a sub-Gaussian matrix,
and D ∈ Rm×m be the difference matrix. Let Bk2 be the unit ball of ℓ2 in Rk. Assume that
L ≥ C17
log(1θ ) + k logm
η2/2− η3/3 . (37)
Then for any x ∈ Bk2 , with probability over 1− e−mk − θ, we have
‖BD−r(Ex− q)‖2 ≤
√
mL(2 + η), (38)
where q = QrΣ∆(Ex) and Q
r
Σ∆ denotes a stable rth order Σ∆ quantizer with step size δ = 1, and
C17 is a positive constant that may depend on r.
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Proof. A standard ǫ-net, say S, for Bk2 is a finite set of points in B
k
2 with the property that for
each x ∈ BN2 there exists an s ∈ S with ‖x− s‖2 ≤ ǫ. We will work with such a net S for Bk2 , but
we require that in addition to s being ǫ-close to x that it lies in the same quantization cell as x.
That is
max
x∈Bk2
( min
s∈S,QrΣ∆(Ex)=QrΣ∆(Es)
‖x− s‖2) ≤ ǫ. (39)
In particular, if such an S exists with a sufficiently small ǫ, say ǫ =
√
mL/‖BD−rE‖2, and if
all the points in S satisfy a version of (38) with a slightly tighter bound,
‖BD−r(Es − q)‖2 ≤
√
mL(1 + η), (40)
then we can show that (38) is satisfied by all the points in Bk2 . Indeed, suppose (39) and (40) hold.
Let x ∈ Bk2 , and let s be its associated point in S. Denote qx = QrΣ∆(Ex), and qs = QrΣ∆(Es),
then using the triangle inequality we have
‖BD−r(Ex− qx)‖2 ≤ ‖BD−r(Es− qs)‖2 + ‖BD−rE(s − x)‖2 + ‖BD−r(qx − qs)‖2
≤ (1 + η)
√
mL+ ‖BD−rE‖2ǫ
≤
√
mL(2 + η).
Above, for the second inequality we used the assumption that s satisfies (40) and that s lies
in the same cell as x. The remaining task is to find an ǫ-net S that satisfies both (39) with
ǫ =
√
mL/‖BD−rE‖2 and (40).
To cover Bk2 in the sense of (39), we first use ǫ-balls to cover each quantization cell that intersects
with Bk2 , and then put them together to get a cover of B
k
2 . Since CQrΣ∆,E ∩Bk2 ⊆ Bk2 , the number
of ǫ balls to cover a single cell is simply bounded by the cardinality of a net for Bk2 and that is, in
turn, bounded by
(
3
ǫ
)k
(see, e.g., [53]). Moreover, by Lemma 24, the total number of cells, NC , is
bounded above by (36). Set α = 1 in (36). Then with probability exceeding 1− e−mk on the draw
of E, the cardinality of S can be bounded by
|S| ≤
(
3
ǫ
)k
NC ≤ C18m4kr.
Here C18 is a positive constants that depend on r. To obtain the above bound, we condition on
the event ‖E‖2 ≤ ‖E‖F ≤ 2
√
mk (which is the same event that yields the probability bound in
Lemma 24, hence we don’t need to account for it again), and we use the estimates
ǫ =
√
mL
‖BD−rE‖2 ≥
√
mL
‖B‖2‖D−r‖2‖E‖2 ≥
√
mL√
mL ·mr · 2√km ≥
1
2
m−r−1.
Now for this S, we use the stability of the Σ∆ quantizer, i.e., ‖D−r(Es − q)‖2 ≤ γ(r)
√
m and the
Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma (Lemma 22), to get (38) satisfied by all points in S with probability
θ as long as L satisfies (37). Hence both (39) and (40) are now satisfied as desired, and the proof
is complete. In particular, the probability is obtained by combining θ with the the probability of
failure associated with Lemma 24.
Remark 26. For a general step size δ of the alphabet, (38) generalizes to
‖BD−r(Ex− q)‖2 ≤
√
mL(2 + η)δ,
provided that L ≥ C17 log(
1
θ
)+k log m
δ
η2/2−η3/3 , by some minor modifications to the proof of Lemma 25.
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Proof of Theorem 16. Fix a support set T ⊂ {1, ..., N} with |T | = k and invoke Lemma 25 with
θ = e−2k log(eN/k). Then, provided
L ≥ C17
k
(
2 log(eN/k) + logm
)
η2/2− η3/3 ,
all x ∈ ΣNk ∩BN2 that are supported on T satisfy (38) with probability exceeding 1−e−2k log(eN/k)−
e−mk. Applying a union bound over all sets T with |T | = k, we conclude that the probability
that there exists x ∈ ΣNk ∩ BN2 violating (38) is no greater than
(
N
k
)
(e−2k log(eN/k) + e−km) ≤
e−k log(eN/k) + e−km+k log(eN/k) by using the bound
(N
k
) ≤ (eNk )k. Conditioning on the event that
(38) is satisfied for all x ∈ ΣNk ∩BN2 , we have
‖BD−rΦ(xˆ− x)‖2 ≤ 2δ
√
mL(2 + η). (41)
On the other hand, let BD−r = TSRT be the singular value decomposition of BD−r. By Lemma
21, there exists a c6 such that as long as L ≥ C12 1δ22k k logN , the matrix
1√
L
RTΦ satisfies the RIP
of order 2k with (say) constant δ2k = 1/10 with probability over 1 − e−c6L. Conditioning further
on this event, we have
‖BD−rΦ(xˆ− x)‖2 = ‖SRTΦ(xˆ− x)‖2 ≥ σL(BD−r)‖RTΦ(xˆ− x)‖2
≥ √m
(m
L
)r/2−1/4√
L‖ 1√
L
RTΦ(xˆ− x)‖2. (42)
Combining the inequalities (41) and (42), we get
‖ 1√
L
RTΦ(xˆ− x)‖2 ≤ 2δ(2 + η)
(
L
m
)r/2−1/4
.
Finally, set η = 1, and apply Proposition 18 to complete the proof.
8 Numerical Experiments
Experiment 1: Sparse signals. We illustrate the rate-distortion relation (6), which was derived
as a corollary of the stability results in Theorem 12 and Theorem 16. We set N = 1200, the sparsity
level k = 5, and we vary m in the interval [mmin,mmax] with mmin = ⌊102.1⌋ and mmax = 103. We
randomly generate and fix anmmax×N Gaussian measurement matrix Φ and an L×mmax Bernoulli
encoding matrix B, with L = 200. By Theorem 12, fixing L in this way is permitted, as k and N
are both fixed. For each value of m, we form the sensing matrix Φm using the first m rows of Φ
and the JL matrix Bm using the first m columns of B. A test set S = {xi ∈ ΣN5 : i = 1, ..., T}, with
T = 50 sparse signals is generated. Here, each non-zero entry of xi is generated independently from
the standard Gaussian distribution. Denote by xˆ1i be the reconstruction from q
1
i = Q
1
Σ∆(Φmxi)
via (26) and xˆ2i be the reconstruction from q
2
i = Q
2
Σ∆(Φmxi) via (21), both with ǫ = 0. Note that
here we use the quantization alphabet AKδ with K = 20, δ = 0.1. Figure 2 is a semi-log plot of
the average error D = 1T
T∑
i=1
‖xi − xˆri ‖22 of the rth order Σ∆ (r = 1, 2) as a function of the rate
R = L log2 2mr+1K (as computed in Corollary 14). The slopes of the linear fitting curves match
24
the coefficient in front of R in (6). This is because when L is known and the signal is strictly
sparse, (6) reduces to
D . 2− (r/2−3/4)RL
if (21) is used for reconstruction and
D . 2− (r/2−1/4)RL
if (26) is used for reconstruction. This implies that, for the current choice of parameters, the
theoretical slopes for both curves are about 0.00125 which is close to what we observe in the figure.
R
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D
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
First order Σ∆
y=-0.0013 x + 3.5
Second order Σ∆
y=-0.0015 x + 6.6
Figure 2: Semi-log plot of D versus R where D is the average error of reconstructions of 50 sparse
signals.
Experiment 2: Compressible signals. This experiment illustrates the polynomial rate-distortion
relationship for compressible signals (Corollary 15). Here, we again compute the distortion D for
different values of R, where both change through varying m ∈ [mmin,mmax] with mmin = ⌊102.1⌋
and mmax = ⌊103.2⌋. Similar to the previous experiment, the matrix Bm is formed by taking the
upper left block of size L×m from a predefined big Bernoulli matrix B of size mmax ×mmax. For
each m, L is calculated via Equation (33) with the C3 chosen heuristically but fixed for all choices
of m. Here, we set N = 1200, δ = 0.1, K = 20, T = 500, r = 2, and we generate compressible
signals from the wℓp ball, with p = 1/3 and p = 1/4. For these choices of p, the results are reported
in Figure 3, where D is the average reconstruction error over 50 independent compressible signals.
The number of bits R is computed via (32). Note that Figure 3 (which is the log-log plot of D with
respect to R) shows that the fitting lines have slopes close to 1/p − 1/2 (Corollary 15) for both
choices of p.
Experiment 3: Noisy measurements. Using the same setting as in Experiment 1 but with
noisy measurements y = Ax + e, we observe that the error decay stops as soon as it reaches the
level of the noise (see Figure 4). Here each entry of e is i.i.d., drawn from the uniform distribution
on [−0.05, 0.05]. Each point in the figure is the maximum error over 100 independent trials.
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y=-2.5 x+15.6
Figure 3: Log-log plot of D versusR, where D is the average error of reconstructions of compressible
signals from the second order Σ∆ quantization.
R
5500 6500 7500
D
0.2
0.4
0.6
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Second order Σ∆
y=-0.0010 x + 4.9
Figure 4: Semi-log plot of D versus R where D is the maximum error of reconstructions for 50
sparse signals via second order Σ∆ quantization and noisy measurements
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10 Appendix
Proof of Lemma 24 (Due to Sinan Gu¨ntu¨rk). Let NC := #{q : CE,Q(q)∩BR} be the number
of quantization cells that intersect with BR. Without loss of generality, we work with the infinite
alphabet δZ, with δ = 1. It is straightforward to generalize the argument to a finite alphabet and
to show that the number of cells scales linearly with 1/δk.
Let y = Ex and fix the quantizer to be QrΣ∆. Having x ∈ CE,QrΣ∆(q) means that there exists
u ∈ Rm with
y − q = Dru, ui ∈ [−0.5, 0.5), 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (43)
Let y˜ = D−ry, q˜ = D−rq and E˜ = D−rE. Plugging in (43) gives
y˜ − q˜ = u, u ∈ [−0.5, 0.5), 1 ≤ i ≤ m
which means x ∈ C
E˜,Q0
(q˜), where (Q0(y))i = argmin
n∈Z
|n − yi|, for i = 1, ...,m. Since this holds for
all the x in CE,Qr(q), we then have
CE,Qr(q) = CE˜,Q0(q˜).
Since q and q˜ are in one-to-one correspondence, it follows that
NC = #{q˜ : CE˜,Q0(q˜) ∩BR}.
Let (e˜i)
m
1 be the rows of E˜. The interior of CE˜,Q0(q˜) is given by
m⋂
i=1
{x ∈ Rk : 〈e˜i, x〉 ∈ (q˜i − 0.5, q˜i + 0.5)}.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and each l ∈ Z, consider the hyperplanes
Hi,l := {x ∈ Rk : 〈e˜i, x〉 = (l − 0.5)}.
and note that the collection of hyperplanes {Hi,l : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, l ∈ Z} determines the set of all cells,
i.e., {C
E˜,Q0
(q˜) : q˜ ∈ Am}. Now let us focus on the cells intersecting the ball BR. For any x ∈ BR,
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies
|〈e˜i, x〉| ≤ ‖e˜i‖2R.
Hence
#{l : Hi,l ∩BR 6= ∅} ≤ 1 + 2R‖e˜i‖2,
and
nR := #{(i, l) : Hi,l ∩BR 6= ∅} ≤ m+ 2R
m∑
i=1
‖e˜i‖2.
What remains is to bound the sum above. To that end, note that
m∑
i=1
‖e˜i‖2 ≤
√
m‖E˜‖F ≤ mr+1/2‖E‖F
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since ‖D−r‖2 ≤ mr. Now, observe that ‖E‖2F is simply the sum of the squares of independent sub-
Gaussian variables, hence a sum of independent sub-exponential variables. By the large deviation
result on such sub-exponential variables (see e.g., Section 5.2.4 [8]), for each α > 0 with probability
exceeding 1− e−α2mk, we have ‖E‖F ≤ (1 + α)
√
mk. Thus we have
m∑
i=1
‖e˜i‖2 ≤ (1 + α)mr+1
√
k,
which in turn gives
nR ≤ m+ 2(1 + α)Rmr+1
√
k
as an upper bound on the number of hyperplanes. On the other hand, it is well known that the
total number of cells determined by n hyperplanes in Rk is at most
k∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
.
Set n = nR, and note that depending on the size and location of the ball BR there are two
possibilities:
Case 1. nR > 2k. In this case, Stirling’s approximation gives
NC ≤
k∑
i=0
(
nR
i
)
≤ (k + 1)
(
nR
k
)
≤ (k + 1)1/2
(me
k
)k
(1 + 2(1 + α)Rmr
√
k)k.
Case 2. nR ≤ 2k. In this case, we use the trivial bound NC ≤ 2nR ≤ 22k. Combining the two
estimates
NC . max
{
22k, (1 + α)kRk
m(r+1)k
kk/2−1/2
}
.
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